European links are key to research after Alvey

British computer scientists should receive twice as much cash for research by the end of this decade, but in return they will have to work with their European counterparts. This is the prospect sketched out in a report from the Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC), on work on information technology after the current £200-million Alvey programme expires.

The Alvey programme was begun in 1983. It was intended to encourage collaborative research between industry and academia and is now half way through its life. Although there are few concrete results yet, the SERC says it is satisfied with the way things are going.

Earlier this year the government set up a committee under the former chairman of Glaxo, Sir Austin Bide, to look at what should come after Alvey. The SERC's report is a submission to Bide's committee. The SERC has not had an easy ride with Alvey so far. As its report makes plain, the original plan was for the SERC to contribute a quarter of the £200 million committed from the public purse. In the event, the council will have to shell out almost 30 per cent of the overall budget.

Apart from money troubles the SERC has had to contend with wrangles over contracts covering intellectual-property rights and conflicts between the administrative practices of three government departments involved in Alvey. "Any future programme will require central management," says the SERC report firmly.

The SERC recommends an increase in its own expenditure from the current £12 million per year to £25 million by 1991. The money would cover not only its extra commitments but also help expand research into new areas. Among these, the SERC lists optoelectronics and so-called III-V compounds such as gallium arsenide.

The SERC would like to see further support for all the basic Alvey technologies: Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI), software engineering, intelligent knowledge base systems (expert systems) and the human aspects of computing machinery.

Research into computer networks, which was not originally on the Alvery work roster, also gets a high priority. "To break off after five years will fail to reap the benefits of the investment already made," says the SERC.

The working party that prepared the SERC report, under the chairmanship of Professor Eric Ash, Rector of Imperial College, London, makes it clear that British academics will have to look to Europe when Alvey ends. "However well orchestrated a national programme might be, the scale of the enterprise in the USA and Japan is such that we can only compete if our programmes are of comparable scope and hence organised on a European scale," adds the working party.

The minister for information technology, Geoffrey Pattie, has already made it plain that the present government will only support Alvey researchers after 1988 if the scientists involved take part in European programmes. "The choice for the community is clear: participate in a major national and European enterprise, or carry out independent research on a very small scale and with very inadequate funds," acknowledges the SERC.

While many academics have been only too keen to participate in the Alvey programme, the SERC has also had to contend with sniping from others worried that the predominance of industrial interests in Alvey would undermine academic freedom. "In truth the academic community need not fear an excessive degree of unwelcome direction, since experience has shown that its own contributions have been vital in programme definition in the Alvey programme," the SERC maintains.
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